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SLIMMARY: One of the main purposes of

geophysical mapping is the identifrcation of

units that can be related to the unknown

gcology. tn literature some classical methods

are proposed for the seperation of gnvity

maps. In classical approac[ thc regional field

is estimated by least-squares frtting a low-

order of the obsewed field. The other main

approach applies a digital fiilters sucb as

Wiener filtering to the obscrved. In this study,

one of the very update 2-D image processlng

technique, Wavelet ap'proacb is applied to

gavity anomaly map and satidactory results

are obscwed, Wavelets ue with an effective
- t

algorithm for numerical imagc processing by

an earlier discovered function that can vary in

scale and can cons"irrel eoergy when

computing the functional cnergy. In between

1960 and 1980, mathematicians such as

Grossman and Morlct defined wavelets in the

cootext of quantum physic* Stcphane Mallat

gave a lift to digital signal processing by

discovering pyramidal algorithms, and

orthonormd wavelet bases, Iater Daubecbics

used Mallat's work to construst a set of

wavelet orthonormal basis functions that are

the cornerstone of wavelet applications today.

Since a major potential application of wavelets

is in image processing, 2-D wavelet transforrr

is a necessity. The subject howwer, is still in

an evolving stage and rhic section will discuss

only the extentioo of l-D wavelets to the 2-D

case. The idea is to flust form a l-D sequence

from the 2-D image row scquences, do a l-D

Multi-resolution. Analysis (MRA), restore the

MRA outpuB to a 2-D format and repeat

another MRA to the l-D column sequences.

The two steps of restoring a z 2-D sequence

and forming a l-D column scqucoce can be

combined efficiently by appropriately sclecting

the proper points directly from the 1-D MRA

outputs (Figure 1). Ia the considcred cxample

(table t) foru spherical structures are used.

For increasing regional effects on Bouguer
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anomaly map (Figue 2), the big sphere with

the biggest radius is replaced deepcr than the

others. Also to increase the residual effect, the

other spheres are closer to the ground. At

wavelet output the residual map is extraaed

perfectly as shown in Figwe 3. One of the

main rescarches on gravity anomaly maps is to

estimate the average depth of the buried

objects resulting the anomdy. In interpretation

of gravity anomalies by means of local power

spcctra, there are three main parameters to be

considered. These are, depth , thickness and

density of tbe disturbing bodies. In direo

interpretation, 6c information sucb as the

maximum dcptb at which the body could lie

and deptb csdtrstes of thc ccnte of the body

arc obtalnod directly from the gravity anomaly

map. [t is cLear that infinite nwnber of

different configruations can result in identical

gravity anomalies at th€ surface and in general,

gravity modelling is ambigous. In indirect

interpretation the simulation of the causative
- ,

body of the gravity anomaly is computed by

sirnulation. The variables defining the shapc,

location, deasity etc. of th6 _body are altered

until the computed anomaly closely matcbes

the observed anomaly. As it is well known

potcntial 6elds obey r ^pbceb equation which

allows for the manipulation of the Savity in

the wavenumbcr domain. Many scientistr

bave used the calculation of the power

spectrum from the Fourier cocfEcients to

obtain the average depth !o thc distrbing

surface or eqivalently the average depth to the

top of the disturbing body. In this paper, we

have estimated the sphcrcs depths using power

spectral approach with hieh accuracy as shown

in Figures (4-5).

CONCLUSION

In this paper, 2-D Multi-Resolution Analysis

(MRA) is wed to perform Discretc-Parameter

Wavelet Transform (DPWD and applied to

gravity anomaly scparation problem. The

advantages of this method are that it introduces

linle distortion to the shape of tbe original

image and that it is not effectcd significantly

by factors such as the overlap power spectra of

regional and residual fields. The proposed

method is tested using a syntbetic example and

perfect results have been found. Then

average depth of the buried objects have been

estinated by power spectrum analysis.
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Toblc I : Paranaters of Boualer anomalv map of an Example

Figure l. 2-D Multi-resolution Analysis (!fiA) decomposition
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Figure 2. Bouguer Anomaly of four spheres with parameters as in Table I

Figure 3. 2-D Wavelet ouput of the Bouguer Anomaly given in Figure 2
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Figure 4. Power Spectral Density of the sphere-2 and sphere-3 in Table I.

Figure 5. Power Spectral Density of the sphere-4 in Table I
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